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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The Birds and the Bushes

by Allison Hahn

I learned an important lesson the day that Jorge’s Grocery had a contest. My dad told me that it was happening that
afternoon at the grocery store down the street. A new gum was coming out, and the gum company was having a contest to
spread the word.

I love gum, and Dad knows it. “Franklin, you should check it out. You just might win.”

When I arrived at the store, a large group of kids was surrounding a man in a red hat. I moved closer and heard the man
talking about the contest. He said he would give a prize to each person who answered a question correctly, and that all of the
questions would be about bubble gum.

That’s when I knew it was my lucky day. I know everything about gum! Ask me anything: the different brands, the best
tasting, the longest chewing, the biggest bubbles–I know it all.

The man explained the rules: “If you answer more than once you are not giving the other kids a chance, so if you answer
twice you will need to give back your prize. Understand, kids?” The kids around me all nodded in agreement.

Before the man in the hat could even finish the first question, my hand shot up like a rocket. I got the answer right! The man
handed me a small package, and I tore it open. I found four sticks of gum–each one a different flavor. I couldn’t wait to try
them!

Then the man began to ask more questions. Maybe there were more flavors, I thought. If I won again, I could try eight
flavors! I sneakily inched to the side of the crowd to be closer.

Suddenly, I felt someone looking straight through me. I turned and saw the grocery clerk, a sturdy woman with deep brown
eyes. She was usually very quiet, so I was surprised when she spoke.

“A bird in the hand is better than two in the bush,” she said. What? She was talking to me, but why birds? I was just trying to
win more gum.

Another kid won the second prize. Then the third question came. I quickly blurted out an answer. The crowd, including the
man in the hat, froze.

“I’m sorry,” said the man, “but you already won. Now you will need to give back your prize.”

I slowly handed back my sticks of gum. As I ducked away from the crowd, a hand touched my shoulder. It was the clerk. Her
voice was surprisingly soothing. “You had one prize in your hand, but you were still greedy,” she explained. “You wanted two
prizes and lost them both. See?”

When I got home, Dad asked how the new gum tasted. I said I didn’t know. “You know how it goes with the birds and the
bushes,” I said humbly.
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1. What is the MAIN lesson Franklin learns in the story?

A. Be grateful for what you have.

B. It is more fun to win than lose.

C. Contests do not have fair rules.

D. Only hard work brings rewards.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer

B.
Franklin probably already knew that it is more fun
to win than lose. He learns not to be greedy.

C.
Franklin loses the gum because he is greedy. He
does not blame the contest rules.

D.
The story is not about hard work. Franklin does
not have to work hard to answer the question
and win the gum.

ItemID A2K.1306693
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03, READ.K-12.2.2.1, LA.4.RL.4.2
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Two Different Recipes for Mud Pie

Read the passage and answer the question(s) below.
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2. Both recipes

A. use the same ingredients.

B. take the same amount of time to prepare.

C. have several steps you need to follow.

D. result in the same final product.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1197500
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03

3. What is the most important difference between these
two recipes?

A. One pie is very complicated.

B. One pie contains more chocolate.

C. One pie cannot be eaten.

D. One pie is more fun to make.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1197501
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03

4. Which of the directions are most similar in both of the
recipes?

A. eating

B. mounding

C. serving

D. chilling

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1197499
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Sarah’s Birthday Journal

I said I was going to write in this journal every year on my birthday, so here I am. Today, December 30, I turned ten years
old. I spent the day with my aunt and uncle in the city, and it was freezing cold! I mean it was really and truly cold! I thought
my toes and fingers were going to freeze right off! But we still had a good time together. Aunt Patty is always telling jokes and
making me laugh. Uncle Joseph looks serious all the time, but sometimes I could see just the hint of a smile peeking out from
under his gray knit scarf. He was wearing a scarf because, like I said, it was cold.

On this trip we did a tour of the city’s bridges. Don’t ask me why we had to do an outdoor tour on one of the coldest days of
winter. Aunt Patty said we could have a contest to see whose nose got the reddest and the coldest. I’m sure I was the winner!

We started our tour with the main drawbridge over the river in the center of town. It wasn’t snowing at that point. We stood
looking up at all that metal and concrete, while Uncle Joseph explained what happens when a tall ship comes up the river. He
was saying something about the whole bridge coming apart. That seemed impossible. While he was talking, I heard a loud
horn in the distance. A ship was coming!

It was a huge ship with stacks of metal crates on it. They were the biggest crates I had ever seen. We took turns imagining
what was inside the crates. Uncle Joseph said there were piles of top-secret papers. His voice was very serious, but he
winked at me when he said it. I said I hoped there were loads and loads of books from all over the world in the crates. And
Aunt Patty was sure the crates held shiny new bicycles. She said, “Imagine! A bicycle for everyone in the city.” I don’t know
how she could even think of riding bicycles when it was so cold out.

As we were dreaming about what was in the crates, the drawbridge began to open! The cars were stopped on both ends
of the bridge. And the two sides of the bridge were lifting up into the sky! The bridge was like the door of a huge spaceship
opening up to swallow the bad guys.

When the bridge was about halfway open, the ship started to glide through. I got really nervous because it looked like the
top of the ship was going to hit the bridge! But I guess it was just hard to see from where we were standing. The ship slowly
passed beneath the open jaws of the bridge. It kept going up the river toward the port.

After that we saw four more bridges, but the drawbridge was my favorite. Then it started to snow, and even Aunt Patty
put on a hat. Soon we stopped at a restaurant for lunch. I ordered a big cup of hot chocolate. Uncle Joseph said the hot
chocolate would be a perfect place to dip his frozen toes. His face was serious, but he winked. I just pulled my cup closer
to me and told him he would have to order his own hot chocolate if he wanted to warm his toes. His eyes crinkled up at the
corners.

It was a great birthday! Tomorrow I will write to Aunt Patty and Uncle Joseph to thank them for spending the day with me.

5. How will Sarah’s journal entries be the same?

A. They will all include funny stories and jokes.

B. They will all be written while she is ten years old.

C. They will all be written about what she did on her
birthday.

D. They will all talk about something she did with
Aunt Patty and Uncle Joseph.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
Although it is likely that Sarah will still have
the same sense of humor as she grows, some
entries might not have funny stories or jokes.

B.
This is a birthday journal, so it will be Sarah’s
eleventh birthday the next time she writes in the
journal.

C. Correct answer

D.

This entry talked about Aunt Patty and Uncle
Joseph, but there is no evidence that she spends
all her birthdays with them. Because this is a
birthday journal, some entries may not be about
Aunt Patty and Uncle Joseph.

ItemID A2K.1235770
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03, READ.K-12.1.2.1, LA.4.RI.4.1
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6. The theme of this passage could be stated as
“Wonderful surprises can happen even during boring
or uncomfortable events.” What are some of the
details from the passage that support this theme?
State the details, and explain how they support the
theme. Write your answer on the paper provided.

ItemID A2K.1226467
Correct -
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03, LA.4.RL.4.2

SCORING RUBRIC 

4 Response provides a complete explanation of,
or answer to, the item by including the topic and
support from the passage. Response connects
author’s ideas, provides specific text examples,
and effectively interprets or makes connections
across the text through analysis and evaluation.
Response is supported with multiple details from
the passage.

Correct Answers: 

This passage shows that wonderful surprises can
happen even during boring or uncomfortable events.
The author supports this theme by showing how
cold and uncomfortable Sarah is at the beginning
of the passage. The author gives specific examples
about how cold Sarah is. For example, the author
explains how Sarah thinks her toes and fingers might
“freeze right off!” But the reader can tell that Sarah is
exaggerating about this. Then the author shows how
Sarah is amazed by the drawbridge. She sees the
bridge rise, and she sees a ship pass below it. This is
a surprise for Sarah. She has a very good time with
her family.

3 Response provides a complete explanation of,
or answer to, the item by including references
to the topic of the passage. The response uses
some information from the passage to make
connections across the text or to other situations
or texts, but there are some gaps in analysis or
evaluation. Response is supported with some
details from the passage.

2 Response provides a limited explanation of,
or answer to, the item by including only some
information related to the passage topic. The
response may have reasonable understanding
or relevant support (not both). The response may
use weak connections between ideas, provide
limited or unimportant text examples, and/or few
supporting details from the passage.

1 Response provides a minimal explanation of, or
answer to, the item. Response may be too brief
to show understanding of the text. Inaccurate, too

few, or unsupported details may be included in the
response.

0 Response is irrelevant, inappropriate, or not
provided.
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Abel Aquino's Attic Is Not Magic / Curious Kitty

Abel Aquino’s Attic Is Not Magic

Abel Aquino’s attic is not magic.
It’s a jigsaw maze of cardboard boxes and sheet-covered furniture.
Abel’s mom says if you’re looking for dust and cobwebs, you’ll find all you want in the attic.
Abel and I say you’ll always find what you want in the attic–even if it’s not what you’re looking for.

Abel Aquino’s attic is not magic.
Most days it’s filled with cheerful light, because Abel’s great-grandmother loved big windows.
Today raindrops rolled down the windows like tears of boredom.
Abel’s mom told us to stop moping and go look for a socket wrench she wants.
“Hey, what’s this?” Abel held a stack of old comic books. The pages whispered as we turned them.
What do you know? We went looking for a socket wrench, and instead we found a whole afternoon!

Abel Aquino’s attic is not magic.
It’s bits and pieces of everyday life. It’s the things Abel’s family put away over the years.
Last night Abel’s grandfather went upstairs to look for an old frying pan.
Bumps and thumps like distant thunder marked his march through the attic, above our heads.
When he came downstairs he was wearing a black jacket, dark and shiny as a crow’s wing, and a bow tie.
Abel’s grandmother looked up. “Ramiro, your wedding suit! So handsome!”
Then Abel’s grandfather swooped up his bride, swinging her into a dance. Their laughter swirled in the air like the dust
floating up from the old suit.

Abel Aquino’s attic is not magic.
I have no idea why it works the way it does.
But next time I want something and I can’t find it, I’m going to Abel’s house!

Curious Kitty

Catherine stood on the front lawn. “Why do we have to dress up to have our pictures taken?” she complained as she tugged
at the scratchy collar of her dress.

“We want to look our best for our family picture, Kitty,” her father answered. "Kitty" was Catherine’s nickname–Curious Kitty.
“We’re going to send it to all our relatives.”

“Yes, but don’t they want pictures of us the way we normally look?” Suddenly, a movement high in a tree caught her eye.
“Hey, is that a squirrel? Do you think it’s looking for food up there? What do squirrels eat?”

Catherine’s mother laughed. “There’s a good reason we call you Curious Kitty!”

Before Catherine could answer, she was distracted by a flash of light in the bushes near the front walk. Wondering what it
was, she walked toward the bushes.

“Don’t get dirty before the photographer gets here!” called Catherine’s father.

“OK!” Catherine yelled back. The flash appeared again deep inside the bushes. Some object must be catching the sun’s light.
Could the shiny thing be some kind of treasure–a diamond ring or a silver coin? A prickly branch caught Catherine’s sleeve
as she reached into the bushes. She thought about her father’s warning. The rough branches could tear the delicate lace of
the dress and would surely muss her hair. But the shiny object flashed again, beckoning to Catherine.

“Daddy won’t mind my getting messy if I find a diamond,” Catherine decided. She pushed farther and grabbed her treasure.

“Oh.” The small sound escaped like the air from a punctured balloon. In her hand was a tiny mirror that might have fallen out
of a purse. She felt heavy with disappointment
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“What on earth happened to you?” her mother exclaimed. Catherine was covered with prickles and one of her sleeves was
torn.

“I guess the family will get a picture of us the way we normally look after all,” said her father with a sigh. “It’s OK, Curious
Kitty, we’ll do our best to fix you up. Let’s see if we can comb these twigs out of your hair.”

“I thought it was a treasure,” Catherine said sadly as her parents fussed. “But all I found was this.” She showed them the
mirror.

Her mother opened her mouth in surprise. “Oh my goodness!” she said.

“Is that your grandmother’s mirror?” Catherine’s father asked.

Catherine’s mother crouched down to look closely. “It is!” she said excitedly. “I thought it was lost for good. You did find a
treasure, Kitty!”

Catherine smiled. Then she noticed the photographer approaching, carrying her equipment in large black boxes.

“What does she have in those boxes?” Catherine wondered aloud. Handing the mirror to her mother, she continued, “Will she
use more than one camera? Are the cameras digital?”

“Oh, Curious Kitty, never change!” laughed her mother.

7. Which BEST tells how the two passages are alike?

A. Abel and Catherine must prepare for special
events.

B. Abel and Catherine find pieces of their families'
past.

C. Abel and Catherine get messy while they are
playing.

D. Abel and Catherine have their best friends over to
play.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
In "Abel Aquino's Attic Is Not Magic," Abel does
not prepare for a special event.

B. Correct answer

C.
In "Abel Aquino's Attic Is Not Magic," Abel does
not get messy when he is playing.

D.
In "Curious Kitty," Catherine does not play with a
friend.

ItemID A2K.1184017
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03, A, READ.K-12.1.2.1, LA.4.RL.4.9

8. Which fact BEST shows that the main characters in
both passages are curious?

A. Abel and his friend find comic books, and
Catherine finds a mirror.

B. Abel and his friend search the attic, and Catherine
searches the bushes.

C. Ramiro wears his wedding suit, and Catherine's
family dresses up for a picture.

D. Ramiro laughs with his wife, and Catherine's
parents make a fuss over Catherine.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
Abel, his friend, and Catherine find things. They
may find things by accident, not because they
are curious.

B. Correct answer

C.

Ramiro and members of Catherine's family are
not main characters in the passages. Wearing a
wedding suit and dressing up for a picture do not
describe curious people.

D.
Ramiro and Catherine's parents are not main
characters in the passages. Laughing and
making a fuss do not describe curious people.

ItemID A2K.1184014
Correct B
Standard(s) READ.K-4.1.2.9, LA.4.R.CM.04.03, A, LA.4.RL.4.3
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9. Which BEST tells how the settings of the two
passages are different?

A. "Abel Aquino's Attic Is Not Magic" takes place
inside, and "Curious Kitty" takes place outside.

B.
"Abel Aquino's Attic Is Not Magic" takes place
in the city, and "Curious Kitty" takes place in the
country.

C.
"Abel Aquino's Attic Is Not Magic" takes place in
the past, and "Curious Kitty" takes place in the
present.

D.
"Abel Aquino's Attic Is Not Magic" takes place in
the morning, and "Curious Kitty" takes place in the
evening.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct answer

B.

Nothing suggests that the house in "Abel
Aquino's Attic Is Not Magic" is the city. Nothing
suggests that the front lawn and the bushes in
"Curious Kitty" are in the country.

C.
Nothing suggests that the house in "Abel
Aquino's Attic Is Not Magic" takes place in the
past.

D.

Nothing suggests that the time of day in "Abel
Aquino's Attic Is Not Magic" is in the morning.
Part of it takes place in the afternoon: the
narrator and Abel spend “the whole afternoon”
reading comics in the attic. It is evening when
Ramiro finds the black coat.

ItemID A2K.1184016
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03, B, READ.K-12.1.2.1, LA.4.RL.4.9

10. Which lesson do the characters in both passages
learn?

A. Good friends are hard to find.

B. It is always best to tell the truth.

C. Everyday objects can turn out to be treasures.

D. You should not judge people based on their looks.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
None of the characters in the passages look for
friends.

B.
None of the characters in the passages have
problems telling the truth.

C. Correct answer

D.
None of the characters in the passages judge
other people on their looks.

ItemID A2K.1184015
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03, A, READ.K-12.1.2.1, LA.4.RL.4.9
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Snoozing in a Snowbank

by Claudia Cangilla McAdam

In winter, foxes stay active whenever
they’re not snoozing in a snowbank.

The red fox running through the snow is a vixen named Vicky. A vixen is a female fox. It is late winter, and the past year has
been very busy for her. She has grown from a newborn last spring to a grownup on her own now.

When Vicky and her six brothers and sisters were born nearly a year ago, they were bundles of brown fur. It would be weeks
before their fur turned a beautiful red.

At first, the fox cubs could not hear or see, and they drank only their mother’s milk. When they were one month old, they
scrambled out from the den. The young foxes started eating the meat that their mother and father hunted for them.

Their mother brought special treats home to the den. Bones, feathers, and sticks were the cubs’ toys. The seven little foxes
jumped on each other, chased mice, dug in the dirt, and tried to catch bugs near the den. All these things helped to make
their muscles strong as they grew.

When summer came, they went hunting with their parents, but they were not very good at it. Fox cubs are noisy, and they
scared away other creatures. But their parents showed them how to do it quietly.

The mother fox and father fox also trained their young ones to escape an enemy. Some animals climb trees for safety. But
red foxes use other tricks to get away when they are being chased. They might lead their enemy along a skinny log and into
thorny bushes. Or they can dash across a road to get away. Sometimes they take a short swim across a pond to escape an
animal that does not like water. They move quickly and can turn sharply. Foxes are very clever animals, and they are hard to
catch because they can “outfox” their enemies.

During the summer, the foxes practiced using their great sense of smell, their sharp eyes, and their good ears. They spotted
rabbits hiding in the tall grass and heard when mice ran past. They even smelled a bird tucked deep in a bush.

By the time late fall arrived, the foxes had grown their thick winter coats. They were almost as big as their parents. They
were ready to leave their family to go live on their own.

Now winter is here, but Vicky the vixen is not cold sleeping outdoors. She has two coats of thick fur. On the outside, she
has long, smooth hairs. They keep out the water and wind. The fur under that is like wool. On cold days, Vicky looks for a
place out of the wind. She likes to curl up in a hollow in the snow. She folds the white tip of her furry red tail over her paws
and nose. She keeps quite warm snoozing in a snowbank.

Vicky is all grown up now, and soon spring will be here. She will need to find a home for the cubs she will have. Foxes do
not dig new dens. They look for a den that another animal is not using. That is what Vicky will do. After she moves in, she will
line the den with grass and leaves. She will wait for another busy year to begin. But with young cubs to raise, Vicky will find
out that this year will be very different from the last one.
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11. Read the sentence from the passage.

“The fur under that is like wool.”

What does the phrase like wool tell readers about the
fox’s fur?

A. It tells that the fur is curly.

B. It tells about the fur’s color.

C. It tells about the fur’s warmth.

D. It tells that the fur is waterproof.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.

The passage describes the top coat of fox fur
as having “long, smooth hairs,” which is the
opposite of curly. The second coat is said to be
like wool to describe what the fur does for the
fox, not how the fur looks.

B.
The words like wool do not describe a color.
Another sentence in the passage describes the
fur’s color as red.

C. Correct answer

D.
The passage does explain that the fur coat is
waterproof, but it explains that the outside coat,
not the wool coat underneath, keeps water out.

ItemID A2K.1191147
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03

12. Read the sentence from the passage.

“They were ready to leave their family to go live on
their own.”

Which word from the passage has the same vowel
sound as the ea in ready?

A. great

B. feathers

C. beautiful

D. creatures

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
Great has a long a vowel sound like the word
ate, which is not the same vowel sound as the ea
in ready.

B. Correct answer

C.
The letters ea in beautiful make the long e sound
like in beat, which is not the same as the ea
sound in ready.

D.
The ea in creatures makes the long e sound like
in the word cream, which is not the same as the
ea sound in ready.

ItemID A2K.1191146
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.4.R.WS.04.02

13. Read the sentence from the passage.

“They might lead their enemy along a skinny log and
into thorny bushes.”

What does the word thorny mean?

A. blowing thorns

B. without thorns

C. full of thorns

D. most thorns

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The word ending -y means "full of," so thorny
means "full of thorns," not "blowing thorns."

B.
The word ending -y means "full of" and the word
ending -less means "without." Thorny means "full
of thorns," thornless means "without thorns."

C. Correct answer.

D.
The word ending -y means "full of," so thorny
means "full of thorns," not "most thorns."

ItemID A2K.1185471
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.WS.04.02, LA.3.L.3.4.a, LA.4.L.4.4.a
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Kickin' It/The 2006 World Cup

Kickin’ It

Thirty young football players from middle and secondary schools in 13 countries played and trained in the United States in
June 2006 and then went on to Germany to observe the World Cup tournament. One year later, a few of the young players
talked to eJournalUSA about how the trip continues to influence their lives today.

“The soccer training developed my career so that I can train hard to play for my country in the World Cup 2010.”
-Henry, Uganda

“Meeting with a diverse group from various countries and staying together for a while taught me a lot of things.”

-Philip, Nigeria

“I met many friends. My best friend was Tarek from Lebanon. I was staying with him in the same room. He was like my
brother.”

-Henry, Uganda

“Being with many people from different countries...has helped me very much to gain confidence. I can manage to live with
them, make friends with them, practice with them, share with them.”

-Memory, Uganda

“To be a best player and to win the game, you have to concentrate on your game and play with hope, positive thinking and
mental toughness. This is the skill that I learned from the coaching I received in the United States.”

-Basir, Pakistan

During a two-day stop in New York City, Ibrahim of Nigeria and Sheraz of Pakistan test out their moves in a training clinic
hosted by Major League Soccer and directed by players from the New York Red Bulls professional soccer team. These young
football fans also saw a match between the Red Bulls and the Los Angeles Galaxy. While in Germany, the multinational team
had some time to play a few friendly matches with teams from German youth leagues. Although the youngsters from 13
countries were strangers when they met, they formed some strong bonds during their two-week trip.

The 2006 World Cup

About thirty billion people watched the 2006 World Cup soccer matches on television. More than three million people
went to watch the games live. They were held in Germany that year. The German theme for the games was “A time to make
friends.” The German people and the German team stayed true to their theme during the month of games. They welcomed
fans and other players. People got together in parks all over the country. On the soccer field, the young German team
members showed fans great games.

In the end, Italy won the final prize. They won because of how well they played together. The Italian team showed great
teamwork. There were twenty-three people on the Italian team. Usually, only the best players get a chance on the field. But
the Italian coach made sure that twenty-one of them got a chance to play. Of those twenty-one, ten of them tried to score
goals. At the end of playing time, the game was tied at 1-1. This meant that the teams had to do a shoot-out (one-on-one
shots on the goalkeeper) to see who would win. The Italian team beat France and won the World Cup. It was all because they
worked so well together.
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Besides the finals, there were a lot of other great moments that year. The team from Argentina was awarded the best
team goal. It was for a goal they scored when one of their players made a great pass to another player. There were also
new teams that played great matches. The team from the Ivory Coast played close matches against both Argentina and The
Netherlands. The country island of Trinidad and Tobago played Sweden. They kept the Swedish team from scoring. It was
their first time in the finals. The end score was a tie at 0-0.

The 2006 World Cup games were very exciting.  Beyond the thrill of the games, thanks to their players, the theme of
friendship really did shine.

14. What is the main difference between “The 2006 World
Cup” and “Kickin’ It”?

A. “The 2006 World Cup” does not have scores and
“Kickin’ It” does.

B. “The 2006 World Cup” has information about
friendship and “Kickin’ It” does not.

C. “The 2006 World Cup” does not have information
about soccer games and “Kickin’ It” does.

D. “The 2006 World Cup” does not have quotes from
players and “Kickin’ It” does.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. The opposite is true.

B. Friendship is a significant idea in both selections.

C.
Both accounts have information about soccer
games.

D. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1142341
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03, LA.4.RI.4.6

15. What is the focus of BOTH “Kickin’ It” and “The 2006
World Cup”?

A. the importance of fans

B. the importance of skills

C. the importance of soccer

D. the importance of friendship

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Only "The 2006 World Cup" talks about fans.

B. Only "Kickin' It" refers to skills being worked on.

C.
Soccer is the subject of each essay, but not a
focus.

D. Correct answer.

ItemID A2K.1142334
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.4.R.CM.04.03, LA.4.RI.4.6
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Lewis and Clark's Journey

In 1803 the United States was less than half the size it is today. In that year President Thomas Jefferson bought a vast piece
of land from France. The land was called the Louisiana Territory. It nearly doubled the size of the country.

The Louisiana Territory lay west of the Mississippi River. It would later be split up into many western states.

President Jefferson knew little about the land he had just added to the United States. He decided to put together a group of
men to explore it. He wanted the men to learn about the plants and animals in the new land. He also wanted them to make
maps of the area.

President Jefferson asked Meriwether Lewis to lead the group that would explore the new land. Lewis had been in the army
and was a brave and strong leader. He was also interested in science and nature. Jefferson asked top American scientists to
train Lewis for the trip. Lewis studied hard and even carried a bag of science books with him during the journey.

Lewis asked his friend William Clark to help him lead the group. Clark had also been in the army. He was used to spending
time outdoors. Also, he could draw well. Lewis asked him to make the maps of the land they would pass through.

Lewis chose more than thirty men to go on the journey. They spent months getting ready. On May 14, 1804, the men set off
from their camp near St. Louis, Missouri.

Lewis and Clark helped the group make it through the difficult parts of the trip. The two leaders treated the men well and
shared the hard jobs with them. Even though Lewis and Clark were the leaders, they often asked the other men for their
opinions.

The men traveled for more than two years. They went more than 4,000 miles from Missouri to the Pacific Ocean and back
again. They rowed large boats up rivers and crossed high mountains on foot. They survived bitter cold winters. They wrote in
their journals as they went. They used words and drawings to describe the animals, plants, rocks, land, and people they saw
during the trip.

After they returned, Lewis and Clark received rewards for completing the difficult and dangerous journey.
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16. What is the writer’s main reason for writing this
passage?

A. to tell a story about an imaginary group of people

B. to argue that life was harder in the past than it is
today

C. to give information about an important event in
history

D. to present an opinion about ways to travel across
the country

Answer Choice Rationale

A.

The passage tells a story, but it is about real
people: Meriwether Lewis, William Clark, and
President Thomas Jefferson. All of the events in
the story really happened.

B.

The writer only describes Lewis and Clark’s
journey. The journey was long and hard, but only
a small group of people went on the journey. The
writer does not describe other people’s lives at
that time.

C. Correct answer

D.
The passage is about a group of people who
traveled long ago. The writer does not describe
ways to travel today.

ItemID A2K.1239457
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.01, READ.K-12.3.1.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The Life of a Star

Marcos will give a speech for his fourth grade science class. He will talk about the life of a star. This is an article he found in a
science magazine.

The Life of a Star

When you look out at the stars that pepper the night sky, it may seem that they have been there forever. But each and
every star was born at a certain time, and new stars are still born. One day each and every star will burn out. Let’s take a
closer look at the life cycle of an average star.

Beginning Stars
Throughout the universe, there are giant clouds made up of gas and dust. Stars are born in these giant clouds. Gravity

pulls together the dust and gas and causes them to spin. After about a million years, this spinning ball usually becomes
extremely dense, or thick. If it becomes dense enough, it is considered to be a beginning star, or a protostar.

Main Stars
The protostar begins to heat up. Once it gets extremely hot, it becomes a main star. During this stage, the star's gas turns

into another type of gas, called helium gas. This change causes the star to release energy, and it shines, sometimes for
billions of years. Bigger stars shine blue and bright. Smaller stars are redder and less bright.

Red Giant
When all of the gas has changed, the star becomes a red giant. The red giant burns and changes to another gas, called

carbon gas. At this stage in the star's life, it swells, cools down, and changes color. Most red giants are red, but some are
orange or yellow. Stars usually remain red giants for about 3 million years. That may seem like a long time, but it is just a tiny
part of the star's life.

White Dwarf
The star's gases will continue to change. As this happens, the star's gassy outer layers come away from the core, or middle,

and surround it. The core of the star, now called a white dwarf, continues to cool and shrink. As time goes on, the white dwarf
shines less and less.

Black Dwarf
After billions of years the white dwarf uses up all of its energy and stops shining altogether. The star no longer has any heat

left, and it no longer gives off any light. The star is now called a black dwarf, and this is the final stage of its life.

17. In which part of the passage should the reader look to
find out how a star forms?

A. The Life of a Star

B. Beginning Stars

C. Main Stars

D. Red Giant

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
This section gives an introduction to the topic
of stars and is not the best place to look for
information on how a star is formed.

B. Correct answer

C.
This section gives information on the life of a star
after it is already formed.

D.
This section gives information on the life of a star
after it is already formed.

ItemID A2K.1211882
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.01, LA.4.RI.4.7

18. What is the BEST way to describe the speech Marcos
is going to give?

A. He is going to tell facts.

B. He is going to tell a funny story.

C. He is going to talk about a time he saw a star.

D. He is going to give directions for how to see a star.

Answer Choice Rationale
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A. Correct answer

B.
Marcos is giving his speech to his science class.
It will be a factual speech, not a story.

C.
Marcos is giving a factual speech to his science
class. He is not going to tell a personal story.

D.
Marcos is giving facts about stars to his science
class. He is not going to give directions for
looking at stars.

ItemID A2K.1211968
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.01

19. Which BEST explains why the author uses headings
such as “Beginning Stars,” “Main Stars,” and “Red
Giant”?

A. The author wants to provide breaks so the reader
won’t get bored.

B. The author wants to help the reader remember the
names of a star’s life stages.

C. The author wants to explain names of different
stars in different parts of the sky.

D. The author wants to help readers find information
by putting the stages in ABC order.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.

Headings do provide breaks in the text, but
this is not their main purpose. They are used
to organize information and help the readers
understand what they are reading.

B. Correct answer

C.
The headings are the names of a star’s stages,
not the names of different stars.

D.
The stages are listed in the order in which they
occur during a star’s life cycle. They are not in
alphabetical order.

ItemID A2K.1235821
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.03, READ.K-12.1.2.1
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

My Vacation in Washington, D.C.

Martina is giving a speech to her fourth grade class. She is telling the students about her summer vacation.

Hi, everyone. Did you have a good vacation? I sure did. In fact, it was one of the best ever! My family took a trip to our
nation’s capital–Washington, D.C. We got to see the White House, the Capitol Building, and many wonderful museums and
monuments. It was amazing!

Washington, D.C., is the capital of the United States. It has been the capital since 1800. At first, government leaders met in
other cities. But soon they wanted to have a new capital city. They named the new city for President George Washington. He
was the first president of the United States.

Pierre L’Enfant was a French city planner. He designed much of Washington, D.C., in 1791. Most of the city’s important
buildings and monuments are in a long park called the Mall. The White House is in the middle. That is where the president
lives.

Washington, D.C., has many statues and places to honor people or events. The Washington Monument honors George
Washington. It is over 555 feet tall! The Lincoln Memorial honors Abraham Lincoln. He was the sixteenth president of the
United States.

The Jefferson Memorial honors Thomas Jefferson. He was the third president of the United States. The Jefferson Memorial
is made of white marble. Inside is a bronze statue of Jefferson. Thomas Jefferson wrote about important ideas. His quotes
are on the walls of the Jefferson Memorial. Visitors to the Jefferson Memorial can read his words and remember what he said.

There are so many interesting places to visit in Washington, D.C. You would need a lot of time if you wanted to visit all of
them. What would you like to visit if you took a trip to our nation’s capital?

20. Which sentence states the main idea of the speech?

A. I had a very good summer vacation.

B. The Washington Monument honors George
Washington.

C. I visited many places during my summer trip to
Washington, D.C.

D. Visitors to the Jefferson Memorial can read his
words and remember what he said.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The speaker did have a good summer vacation,
but it is not the main idea of the speech.

B.
This is a supporting point, not the main idea of
the speech.

C. Correct answer

D.
This is a supporting detail, not the main idea of
the speech.

ItemID A2K.1238714
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.01
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Fiesta

Fall in New York, winter in Pasadena, spring in New Orleans, summer in Anytown, U.S.A.--parades are everywhere. In
April, parade lovers can see three big parades during Fiesta in San Antonio, Texas--two on land, and one on water. It’s all part
of a celebration that turns San Antonio into a huge party every year. 

It is said that everything in Texas is done in a big way, and Fiesta is no exception. The 1980 Fiesta featured 130 events, put
on by 74 community groups. Most of the work was done for free by an army of volunteers, numbering more than 50,000. It
was estimated that more than $21 million dollars was brought to the San Antonio economy by this Fiesta.

A look at just one event at Fiesta, the Battle of Flowers Parade, will tell a lot about the work and planning needed. The
400-member Battle of Flowers Association puts on the only parade of its size in the country that is organized entirely by a
women’s association. They ready 8,000 people, 40 floats, more than 33 marching bands, horse cavalcades, antique cars,
and even more to take part. This parade goes back to 1891, when some people drove their carriages around Alamo Plaza
and threw flowers at each other.

Planning for the next year’s parade begins as soon as the current one is over. In May, the theme is chosen by the parade
vice president; then committee chairmen and assistants are contacted. A budget is ready by August and invitations are
mailed out in September. By November, the parade line-up is complete.

The gaily decorated floats express the theme of the parade. The basic float, which is built on an automobile body over a
steel-rod frame, is turned into a thing of beauty. Thousands of flowers are stapled onto chicken wire forms that have been
covered with plastic petal paper. The flowers are all made by hand. Long-time members of the association remember not only
making the flowers, but also wiring them individually onto the forms.

Preparing the parade route involves hundreds of details. Maps must be made and given out. Drivers and walkers must be
found for the floats. Portable toilets and drinking water stations must be put in place. Bleachers are set up and decorated.
Ushers are needed to show people to their seats. The San Antonio police and sanitation departments must be contacted and
worked with, step by step.

On San Jacinto Day, most downtown businesses close their offices at noon so that everyone can enjoy the Battle of
Flowers Parade. Close to a half-million people line the parade route. As they feast their eyes on the dazzling spectacle,
probably no one will be thinking about all the work behind it. That is just what the association hopes, for they do it all for the
love of the city, its people, and the thousands of guests at Fiesta.

In addition to the Battle of Flowers, Fiesta-goers are treated, courtesy of the Texas Cavaliers, to a river parade with floating
barges. The Order of the Alamo stages a crowning of the Fiesta queen with beautiful costumes and settings. The San
Antonio Conservation Society, with the help of 16,000 volunteers, gives a four-night dinner party for 100,000 people. The list
goes on and on. Fiesta is a gift from the people of San Antonio to themselves. But you’re welcome, too!

21. What type of passage is Fiesta?

A. nonfiction

B. a biography

C. historical fiction

D. a fable

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1200780
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.01
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

The 2003 Sports Almanac

Read this index page from The 2003 Sports Almanac and answer the questions below.

22. In this almanac, which baseball-related topic has the
least amount of space devoted to it?

A. Glove, materials

B. Defense, how to play

C. World Series: participants, winning teams

D. Glove, how to use

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1198673
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.01

23. If you want to learn when baseball was first developed,
on which page would you look?

A. 241

B. 232

C. 270

D. 293
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Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1198675
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.01

24. A person who doesn’t know what archery is would
MOST LIKELY turn to which page in order to begin
learning about it?

A. 125

B. 149

C. 223

D. 259

Answer Choice Rationale

A. Correct

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1198679
Correct A
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.01
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

An Index featuring Animals

Ocean Mammals Pgs. 14-27

 Whale Pgs. 14-16

 Sea Otter Pgs. 17-20

 Dolphin Pgs. 21-27

Sharks Pgs. 28-35

 White Shark Pgs. 28-29

 Tiger Shark Pgs. 30-32

 Hammerhead Shark Pgs. 33-34

 Nurse Shark Pg. 35

Invertebrates Pgs. 36-45

 Jellyfish (man-of-war) Pgs. 36-38

 Squid Pgs. 39-41

 Octopus Pgs. 42-45

25. Which key word should you use to find information on
the man-of-war?

A. Squid

B. Jellyfish

C. Octopus

D. Ocean Mammals

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1199951
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.03

26. Where would you look to find information about the
eating habits of sea otters?

A. pgs. 14-16

B. pgs. 17-20

C. pgs. 30-32

D. pgs. 42-45

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. Correct

C. No rationale available

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1199952
Correct B
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.03
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Behind the Scenes of a Food Ad

Doesn’t the food in ads always look so tasty? It should. Someone spent a lot of time working to make it look perfect. That
person was a food stylist. A food stylist is not a cook or a chef. A food stylist is more like a make-up artist. He or she makes
the food in ads look its best. However, foods in ads are not always what you think. Sometimes you cannot even eat what you
see.

Food companies will often use commercials or advertisements with photos to sell their products. Making these ads can take
a long time. That can cause problems with foods. Foods might change color, get soft, or melt. Food companies hire food
stylists to avoid these problems. Think about a cereal ad. Cereal is most often eaten with milk. But if cereal sits in milk for a
long time, it can become a soggy mess. That would not be very appealing to a customer. For those ads, stylists don’t use
milk. They use white glue!

Sometimes food stylists work to make foods look better than they might if they were cooked in your kitchen. Meats in ads
can look perfectly brown. That may not come from cooking, but from food coloring. Sometimes food stylists might use paint or
even wood stain!

What you see in food ads is not always reality. However, food companies and the stylists they hire have to follow strict rules
when creating an ad. The foods that are being sold must be real; however, anything that goes with them can be fake. In the
case of the cereal ad, the milk doesn’t have to be real. But if it were a milk ad, the milk would have to be real, not white glue.

The next time you see a food advertisement or commercial, look closely. Are those delicious treats real, or the careful work
of food stylists?

27. What is the purpose of the picture in this passage?

A. It is there to make the reader hungry.

B. It makes the passage more entertaining.

C. It supports the information in the passage.

D. It shows how long it can take to make an ad.

Answer Choice Rationale

A.
Food stylists want to make readers hungry, but
this passage is not a food ad.

B. The passage is informational, not entertaining.

C. Correct answer.

D.
The picture does not show how long it takes to
make an ad.

ItemID A2K.1185418
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.03, 5, READ.K-12.1.2.1, LA.4.RI.4.7
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

New England

28. How does the map help readers understand the
passage?

A. It shows the major cities, towns, and rivers of New
England.

B. It shows the long distance between England and
New England.

C. It shows New England and the rest of the original
thirteen colonies.

D. It shows what states are in New England and
where the states are located.
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Answer Choice Rationale

A.
The map does not show any cities, towns, or
rivers.

B.
The map does not show England, so the
reader cannot tell how far New England is from
England.

C.
The map does not show any colonies. It shows
the states that were formed in New England after
the colonists won the Revolutionary War.

D. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1184023
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.4.R.IT.04.03, READ.K-12.1.2.1, LA.4.RI.4.7

29. Read the sentences from the passage.

“The colonists won the war. Now, New Englanders and
other Americans were free to rule themselves.”

What is the meaning of the word rule as used in the
sentence?

A. to know the laws of a country

B. to measure the size of a country

C. to join together to form a country

D. to control a country and its people

Answer Choice Rationale

A.

No words suggest that rule means “to know the
laws of a country.” Rule is another word for law,
but that meaning does not fit how rules is used in
this sentence.

B.
No words suggest that rule means “to measure
the size of a country.” A ruler is used to measure
length, but that meaning doesn't fit this sentence.

C.

No words suggest that rule means “to join
together to form a country.” When people rule
themselves, they often join together in meetings,
but joining together is not the meaning of rule.
Also, the country was already formed.

D. Correct answer

ItemID A2K.1184112
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.4.R.WS.04.02, 5, READ.K-12.1.1.1, LA.4.L.4.4.a
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Buster

Read the passage and answer the question(s) below.

Maria had been begging her mother for a pet dog ever since her best friend, Cindy, received a puppy for her tenth birthday.
She wanted a dog more than anything in the world, but no matter how many times she asked, her mother always denied her
request. She’d shake her head and say, “I just know that if we get a dog, I’m going to be the one who ends up taking care of
it.” Maria thought that was pretty unfair. She did not think of herself as a careless child, and she always did her chores without
being reminded. But Maria also knew that when her mother put her foot down, there was no chance of changing her mind.
Maria had just about given up hope of ever getting a pet. Then one day, after shopping for groceries, she and her mother
passed by a sign taped to a telephone pole. Attached to the sign was a photograph of a cute black and white dog with a short
stubby tail. The sign said:

Maria couldn’t figure it out, but for some reason, her mother couldn’t take her eyes off the picture of the dog. She kept staring
at it. Finally she said, “It’s so funny. I had a dog that looked just like this when I was a little girl.” “Really?” said Maria. “Yes,
right down to the black spot on its head.” Maria’s mother chuckled. “I sure did love that dog. I took him everywhere with me.”
Then Maria noticed that her mother was looking at her strangely. “What is it?” Maria asked. Her mother smiled. “Let me see if
I have a pen in my purse. I’m going to write that number down . . . just in case.”

30. Read this sentence from the passage.
She did not think of herself as a careless child,
and she always did her chores without being
reminded.

What does the word careless mean here?

A. not worried

B. not cared for

C. not responsible

D. not caring

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1197471
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.WS.04.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

Dolphins and Porpoises

Read the passage and answer the question(s) below.

People often get confused about dolphins and porpoises. They are different animals, but many people think that dolphins
and porpoises are the same. These people mistakenly treat the words dolphin and porpoise like synonyms, and this just
confuses everyone else! The reason for the confusion is plain to see. Dolphins and porpoises are very similar to each other.
Both species are aquatic mammals. They both breathe air and give birth to live offspring. Dolphins and porpoises also both
have rounded heads with blowholes on top for breathing. The two species share the ability to make sounds, and they use this
ability to communicate and find their way around. Even though dolphins and porpoises are so alike, there are many important
differences between them. Dolphins have much bigger heads and longer snouts than porpoises do. The dolphin’s mouth is
filled with rounded, cone-shaped teeth. The porpoise has a mouth full of flat, triangular teeth. Dolphins and porpoises also
differ in their behavior. Dolphins are playful, acrobatic swimmers, and they are not very fearful of people. Porpoises are shier,
more serious, and always looking for food. Maybe this will help clear up the confusion now that the similarities and differences
between dolphins and porpoises have been explained.

31. Read this sentence from the passage.
These people mistakenly treat the words dolphin
and porpoise like synonyms, and this just
confuses everyone else!

Which sentence uses the word treat in the same way?

A. Trick or treat!

B. The doctor treated my illness.

C. Don't treat her like a child!

D. Robert made a treat for Alexis.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. Correct

D. No rationale available

ItemID A2KC.1197479
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.WS.04.02

32. Read this sentence from the passage.
They both breathe air and give birth to live
offspring.

Which sentence uses the word live in the same way?

A. We live in a tall building.

B. They live to be hundreds of years old.

C. Show me where you live.

D. We saw live animals at the zoo.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available

C. No rationale available

D. Correct

ItemID A2KC.1197480
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.4.R.WS.04.02

33. An aquatic animal is one that

A. lives in a family group.

B. is very intelligent.

C. can move quickly.

D. lives in the water.

Answer Choice Rationale

A. No rationale available

B. No rationale available
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C. No rationale available

D. Correct

ItemID A2KC.1198649
Correct D
Standard(s) LA.4.R.WS.04.02
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Directions: Review the content below and answer the questions that follow

A Creek Folktale: How the Alligator’s Nose Was Broken

by Heidi Chang

Old Blue Jay was sitting in a tree next to Little Sparrow. They were watching Alligator sleep under the midday sun.

“Did anyone ever tell you how Alligator got that dent on the end of his nose?” Old Blue Jay asked his companion.

“No,” Little Sparrow said, shaking his head. “Do you mean he wasn’t born like that?”

“Oh, no!” Old Blue Jay said. “Eagle broke it. It was an accident. It happened during a ball game between the birds and the
four-footed animals.”

“How did that happen?” Little Sparrow asked.

“Let me tell you the story,” Old Blue Jay said. He spread out his feathers and settled down onto the branch.

“It happened a long time ago when the end of Alligator’s nose was round and smooth. He was a very good ballplayer. He
could balance the ball on the tip of his nose and pass it to others very easily. Alligator was such a good player that the four-
footed animals challenged the birds to a ball game. They made Alligator the captain of their ball team.”

“Who was the captain of our team?” Little Sparrow asked.

“Eagle. He is the bravest of all the winged creatures.”

Little Sparrow nodded his head in agreement. “Boy, it sounds like this was a very exciting game, Old Blue Jay.”

“Oh, yes, and the whole animal kingdom was excited about it, too. The four-footed animals pounded their feet and danced
all around.” Old Blue Jay lifted his feet and hopped about the tree limb. “The birds flew high, calling out into the sky,” Old Blue
Jay said, flying up into the sky and giving his famous noisy call. “It was the first time we had ever played a ball game against
each other.”

Old Blue Jay settled back down next to Little Sparrow and continued his story. “The game began with brother Owl dropping
the ball from the sky. Right away, Alligator caught the ball, balancing it on his nose. He began to run toward our end. Eagle
circled up into the sky and came straight down like an arrow. He came down hard, crashing right into the ball and knocking it
off Alligator’s nose!”

“Oh, poor Eagle and Alligator,” Little Sparrow said. “Were they okay?”

“Eagle was, but Alligator was on the ground, holding his nose. Then, when Turkey realized that Alligator no longer had the
ball, he picked it up and started running. He scored a point for the birds, and we won the game.”

“But what happened to Alligator?” Little Sparrow asked, confused.

“Well, we all ran over to see if he was okay, because he was still holding his nose.”
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“Oh, no!” Little Sparrow said, holding his wing to his mouth.

“Yes, we all felt terrible—especially Eagle,” Old Blue Jay sighed. “Then when Alligator uncovered his nose, we saw it was no
longer round and smooth. It had a dent.”

“Oh,” Little Sparrow said, looking down at sleeping Alligator. “So that is how he broke his nose!”

“Yes, but it wasn’t so bad once we realized that Alligator was okay, and it was just his nose.”

“What do you mean?” Little Sparrow asked, confused.

Old Blue Jay chuckled, looking at Little Sparrow. “It turned out that Alligator’s nose was still the perfect place to carry the
ball. The ball fit right in the new dent of his broken nose!”

34. Which of these words from the passage has a prefix
that means not?

A. midday

B. between

C. uncovered

D. companion

Answer Choice Rationale

A. The prefix mid- means “middle.”

B. The word between does not have a prefix.

C. Correct answer

D. The prefix com- means “with” or “together.”

ItemID A2K.1183515
Correct C
Standard(s) LA.4.R.WS.04.02, 9, LA.4.L.4.4.a

Stop! You have finished this exam.


